U.S.S. Seleya -  Stardate 9811.01

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO-Starr says:
::sitting  in her office doing the usual paperwork::

MO_Jamen says:
in sickbay

XO_Pang says:
::checking out routine paperwork in the new smaller XO office::

CEO_Davis says:
::exits quarters, feeling particularly "on the ball" today::

OPS_Blace says:
::On the bridge checking ships systems over::

EO_Bolith says:
::sleeping in his quarters::

CMO-Starr says:
::looking over files on the Kalarin::

Cns_Moore says:
::in office going through info on the Kilarans::

FCOMallor says:
::still trying to get that third starboard thruster to work::

CTOCruzer says:
::At Tactial Console::

CO_Peters says:
::Sat in RR::

XO_Pang says:
::decides to go to the bridge - bored with the routine stuff ... but it has to be done::

MO_Jamen says:
::walks over to sickbed and pusher's a few buttons::

FCOMallor says:
::taps on console to bring up ETA::

CO_Peters says:
::Stands and walks through the door on to the bridge::

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  ETA to the Kalarin system?

CO_Peters says:
::Takes the center seat::

CMO-Starr says:
::stands up and walks to her door to see if the new MO has come in yet::

CEO_Davis says:
::walks down corridor and into TL::

CEO_Davis says:
TL: Bridge.

FCOMallor says:
CO: 2 minutes, 38.4 seconds

CO_Peters says:
::Mighty precise::

Cns_Moore says:
*XO* Do you require my assistance?

XO_Pang says:
::closes down her console and leaves the office .... walks to the TL ... enters:: Bridge!

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Noted.

CMO-Starr says:
::stands and watches him and wonders when he is going to present himself to her::

MO_Jamen says:
:Greets CMO::

CTOCruzer says:
::runs diagnostics on weapon systems::

XO_Pang says:
::exits to the bridge .... looks around and takes her seat::

CEO_Davis says:
::coughs and hits chest twice::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: I believe we have an appointment Jamen?

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Head for the fourth planet in the system.

MO_Jamen says:
CMO:sir?

Cns_Moore says:
*Pang* Moore to Pang, Do you require my assistance?

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Standard orbit

CEO_Davis says:
::walks out onto the bridge, looking for the captain, then finding him, he walks down the ramp::

XO_Pang says:
CO:  It would be nice to have a routine mission Sir ::smiles::

FCOMallor says:
CO: adjusting course.......

FCOMallor says:
CO: orbit in 21 seconds

CO_Peters says:
XO:  I hope this is going to be just so

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Will you come into my office please ::turns and walks back in::

XO_Pang says:
*Moore* As yet no Counselor ... we will advise - but you are welcome on the bridge any time

CEO_Davis says:
::clears throat::

CO_Peters says:
CTO:  Continuous scans of the area please.  Be on the lookout for those raiders

Cns_Moore says:
*Pang* thank you Ma'am

EO_Bolith says:
::wakes up::

CTOCruzer says:
::Scans for any ship in the area::

FCOMallor says:
CO: standard orbit.....::taps console::...... now

CEO_Davis says:
CO: Captain, I just wanted to let you know that I placed a PADD with some statistics on your desk yesterday.  They have to do with the starboard PTC that we damaged several weeks ago.

MO_Jamen says:
CMO:yes Maam

EO_Bolith says:
::heads for a sonic shower::

OPS_Blace says:
::Looks in LCARS Banks for data on the Kalarin people and the 4th planet to the sun in this system::

Cns_Moore says:
*Angelique* What are you doing?

CO_Peters says:
CEO:  Anything I should worry about?

CMO-Starr says:
::waits for the new doctor to take a seat::

CEO_Davis says:
::shakes head::

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Hail the surface

XO_Pang says:
::decides to check science ..... walks over to Ensign Bloom:: Bloom:  Anything interesting Ensign?

MO_Jamen says:
::sit's down::

EO_Bolith says:
::finishes shower get dressed::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Have you gone over the physiology of the Kalarins yet?

XO_Pang says:
<Bloom>:  Pang: Umm  nothing out of the ordinary Sir

FCOMallor says:
*CEO* that thruster still isn’t working... just something to keep you busy... ::smiles::

OPS_Blace says:
::Hails the 4th planet::

CEO_Davis says:
CO: No, not at all.  We conducted tests on it and I feel that it can be used to its highest potential again.  

Cns_Moore says:
*Angelique* What are you doing?

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Hailing frequencies open.

CO_Peters says:
CEO:  Excellent.  I'll read your full report when I have time

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya receives a hail from the Kalarin central government

MO_Jamen says:
CMO:I was about to Maam I have briefly glassed at it though

OPS_Blace says:
CO: We are receiving a hail.

EO_Bolith says:
::leaves quarters and heads for Engineering::

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  On screen

OPS_Blace says:
::Flips the screen on::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Well hopefully we won't have any situations occur but it is wise to be up on it.

CEO_Davis says:
::nods::

CEO_Davis says:
CO: Thank you sir.

XO_Pang says:
::watching Bloom - realizes that he is a bit nervous - so leaves him to work without someone looking over his shoulder::

CEO_Davis says:
::hears Mallory’s voice and walks over to him::

CEO_Davis says:
FCO: What seems to be the problem?

MO_Jamen says:
CMO: yes maam

Angelique says:
*Craig*:  I'm in hydroponics working on the rose garden

Host Cheryl says:
@<Kilaran Premier G'Rash>  ::appears on screen::

XO_Pang says:
::takes seat and looks up at the screen::

CMO-Starr says:
::hands the MO a padd with further information on them::

FCOMallor says:
::tapping on console::  CEO this thruster still wont power up......

EO_Bolith says:
::arrives in Engineering and notices the Chief isn't around::

MO_Jamen says:
::take pad and thanks CMO::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: As you can see, they are reptilian in nature.  Similar to the Gorn I believe.

CO_Peters says:
COM:  Kilaran:  I am Captain Peters of the Federation starship Seleya.  How may we help you?

Cns_Moore says:
*Angelique* Let me know if you need anything, have you met my neighbor Sheila?

CEO_Davis says:
::enters into the LCAR's and runs a quick scan on the EPS taps around the thruster::

XO_Pang says:
*Moore*  Now might be a good time to visit the bridge Counselor

Host Cheryl says:
@<G'Rash>  ::speaks, gutturally::  I was told that you would come........  The raiders have increased their activities.  What do you intend to do about it?

CMO-Starr says:
MO:  In your opinion, if one were injured, how would you go about helping them?

Cns_Moore says:
*XO* On my way sir

CEO_Davis says:
::hears the captain::

Angelique says:
* Craig: no I haven’t but aren’t you on duty?

EO_Bolith says:
::begins routine maintenance on the warp propulsion system::

FCOMallor says:
CEO: i think i blew it when I blasted us away from the ion storm....

CO_Peters says:
COM:  G'Rash:  What would you like us to do about it?  Can you give us any details of the raids so far?

Cns_Moore says:
*Angie* on my way to the bridge now

CEO_Davis says:
FCO: <whispering> It's probably just a minor fluctuation in the EPS taps.  I'll have someone down there to have a look at it.

MO_Jamen says:
CMO:If i may make a suggestionn we could look at Gorn anatomy; it’ll  give us more of a incite

OPS_Blace says:
::Feels forehead. Has a headache::

XO_Pang says:
::waits for the CO's response ..... G'Rash sounds as if it is a demand rather than a request::

Angelique says:
:: goes back to the rose bushes::

FCOMallor says:
CEO: thanks....

Cns_Moore says:
::heads to TL:; TL: Bridge

CEO_Davis says:
FCO: <whispering> In that case, perhaps an overload.  Regardless, I'll get someone down there.

Cns_Moore says:
::arrives on the bridge::

FCOMallor says:
::smiles and goes back to endless tapping::

MO_Jamen says:
CMO: I’m not sure It well depend where they were injured

Cns_Moore says:
::sees G'Rash on the screen and listens attentively::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: You should have done that already.  Here is the Gorn anatomy.  I suggest you read quickly.  Medical may be needed.  Dismissed.

Host Cheryl says:
@<G'Rash>  COM:  Peters:  If I had details, I would not need Federation help....  The villages are becoming disturbed, accusing each other; they blame the raids on the others.

CEO_Davis says:
::turns and walks around the other ramp and around the aft consoles, then into the TL::

XO_Pang says:
::looks up at Moore:: Moore - please sit here .... this is G'Rash ....who is demanding assistance ::whispering::

CEO_Davis says:
TL: Deck 36.

MO_Jamen says:
CMO:  yes maam :::leave's office::

FCOMallor says:
:taps on that thrusters control, but to no avail::

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: Report to my office immediately.

CO_Peters says:
COM: G'Rash:  Which colonies have been attacked?  Has their attacks been localized?

XO_Pang says:
CO: Raids on the colonies or on the main planet Sir?

Cns_Moore says:
::takes a seat near Pang::

CO_Peters says:
XO :<w>:  Great minds think alike 

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: CMO: Yes Maam?

Cns_Moore says:
Pang: Thank you ::whispering::

Host Cheryl says:
@<G'Rash>  COM:  Peters:  The raided sites show signs of crafts landing, and the markings don't bear the marks of our vessels.  I'll transmit the coordinates of the latest raid site, and meet you there, if that is acceptable.

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: Well we have another green one Sek.  Show him around sickbay.  Introduce him to Alex, then bring him back here.

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Troi:  We are talking to G'Rash of the Kalarin government ... he is demanding help ... I am sure you are prepared - raids have been mentioned

CO_Peters says:
COM:  G.Rash.  Of course.

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Prepare to receive the data stream from the planet

Host Cheryl says:
@<G'Rash>  ::transmits coordinates, and closes the comm::

CEO_Davis says:
::steps out of TL as teh door opens and walks into main engineering, quickly stepping up to the master systems display on the wall and looking for any EPS failures::

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Lay in a course for those co-ordinates.  Engage at 1/2 impulse

OPS_Blace says:
<Sek> Troi: Yes ma'am, I understand. ::Walks out of office and looks for the new MO::

EO_Bolith says:
::finishes maintenance on warp propulsion system and starts on the impulse propulsion system::

XO_Pang says:
CO:  A bit short on civilities Sir ... perhaps he is just worried?  Moore: What do you think?

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Yes Maam, I have gone over what little information we have on their anatomy.  Do you require my presence on the bridge?

FCOMallor says:
cO: well be over those co-ordinates in 4 minutes 32 seconds

OPS_Blace says:
::Opens a data stream to the planet::

CO_Peters says:
::Waits for the Counselor’s response::

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* I don't think so ... but of course you are welcome

EO_Bolith says:
::notices the CEO in Engineering::

CO_Peters says:
FCO: Noted

Host G_Rash says:
@::exits his office, and makes way to raided site::

Cns_Moore says:
CO: I was just going to say he is distressed, he wants to get this unrest over with

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Acknowledged, but I have another green Ensign on my hands down here: ::chuckles:: Call me when you need me.  Starr out.

XO_Pang says:
::chuckles:: *CMO* Be kind!

CO_Peters says:
Cns:  Understandable

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir, what do you think we'll find at the co-ordinates?

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Aren't I always?

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  I'm hoping what they say.  Out off system raiders

CMO-Starr says:
::grins at Kay Lee's statement::

EO_Bolith says:
:: finishes maintenance on impulse propulsion and heads for the CEO::

CEO_Davis says:
*FCO*: Davis to Mallor.

XO_Pang says:
SCI:  Anything interesting Mr. Bloom? CTO:  I trust you are prepared as always, Mr. Cruzer?

EO_Bolith says:
::waits for CEO to finish chatting to FCO::

FCOMallor says:
*CEO* Mallory here, how can i help ??

OPS_Blace says:
CO: I hope so, hopefully, we won't get any trouble either.

XO_Pang says:
<Bloom>: Pang:  Ummm - I am searching for signatures which might tell me what or who might be raiding Sir

CTOCruzer says:
XO: Of course

MO_Jamen says:
::read's pad ::

CEO_Davis says:
*FCO*: Which thruster were you referring to that you're having problems with?

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: Doctor Jamen, please follow me and I will show where everything is in here.

XO_Pang says:
SCI: Good Ensign ...

FCOMallor says:
*CEO* number three starboard thruster pack

CMO-Starr says:
A<SEK>::looks the new doctor up and down raising one eyebrow::

MO_Jamen says:
SEK;right thanks  ::follows nurse sek::

CO_Peters says:
CTO:  Any sign of the raiders.  Engine signatures, etc,..

Host G_Rash says:
@::waits impatiently, wondering where the Federation personnel are::

CTOCruzer says:
CO: Three ships have entered the area, local ships possible

CEO_Davis says:
*FCO*: Alright. I'm confirming an error.  It's in the battle hull section.  We'll get working on it.  Davis out.

Host G_Rash says:
@::studies the desecration of this sacred site, and feels anger welling up::

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: MO: This where we keep the sterilizer : :points:: the vials for the hyposprays ::points:: and over here is the emergency backup for medbay.

EO_Bolith says:
CEO: Chief I have finished maintenance on both Warp and impulse propulsion systems they are at 101% Sir!

MO_Jamen says:
::nods::

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  How long?

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>::waiting to see if he is getting all this::

CO_Peters says:
CTO:  It must be G'Rash

Host G_Rash says:
@::paces::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: we should expect great anger due to the robbery of their artifacts. They are a very religious race

FCOMallor says:
CO: 'till over co-ordinates?

EO_Bolith says:
CEO: anything you would like me to do?

CEO_Davis says:
::turns from the wall display::

MO_Jamen says:
SEK; thank you nurse; any thing else?

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>:MO: Come with me and I will introduce you to Dr. Gray.

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  YEs

FCOMallor says:
CO:46 seconds

MO_Jamen says:
SEK:ok::

XO_Pang says:
Moore:  What form will the anger take?  homicidal anger or just very cross?

CO_Peters says:
XO:  Looks like you get AT duty again.  Pick a team and meet in TR 3.

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Good

XO_Pang says:
::gins:: CO: Aye Sir ....

Cns_Moore says:
XO: The latter I beleive

XO_Pang says:
<grins>

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>::leads the Ensign over to Dr. Gray's office ::Gray: Dr. Gray, this is our new Ensign, Dr. Jamen.

CEO_Davis says:
EO: As a matter of fact, yes..

XO_Pang says:
CO: I would like the Counselor and TAC and someone from medical please?

EO_Bolith says:
::waits for the CEO to continue::

MO_Jamen says:
Dr. Grey:  Hello

CO_Peters says:
XO:  Your call Kay Lee.

XO_Pang says:
CTO: John meet me in TR3 .... you too Counselor

Cns_Moore says:
Pang: Right with you, might i suggest phasers, we may get caught in a raid

CMO-Starr says:
<Gray>:MO: Nice to meet you young man.  How do you like the Seleya so far?

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Keep a lock on us at all times. It is safer that way

XO_Pang says:
*CMO*  Can you spare Dr. Jamen for away duty or would you prefer to join us yourself ... AT will transport from TR3?

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Aye sir.

MO_Jamen says:
Dr. Grey:  Iterresting

CEO_Davis says:
::looks back to wall display in thought::

XO_Pang says:
::nods to the CO and exits the bridge::

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: I will send Dr. Jamen Maam. He needs the experience.

CMO-Starr says:
*MO*: Report to TR3 for AT duty.  Be sure to remember you med kit.

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Good .... full medkit of course

CMO-Starr says:
<Gray>:NO: I think you are being summoned young man.  We can talk later.

CTOCruzer says:
::heads to TL::

XO_Pang says:
::takes TL to TR3 - with CTO:: John - we should be loaded for bear - but unobtrusively I think ,.... do you want an additional Security presence?

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Hails G'Rash

Cns_Moore says:
::arrives in TR3::

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Where is our Doctor Troi?

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: I don't know Kay Lee, I commed him and he  hasn't responded.

MO_Jamen says:
*CMO*yes maam

CMO-Starr says:
*MO*: Report your position, now!

CEO_Davis says:
EO: It looks like there's an EPS tap overload on Deck 34 or 35.  The reaction control thrusters were overpowered when we tried to get away from that ion storm the other day.  I want you to have a look at it.

CTOCruzer says:
XO: I real think so.

CMO-Starr says:
*MO*: Report to TR3 for AT duty.

Host G_Rash says:
@::continues pacing, waiting::

XO_Pang says:
AT (those there):  Tricorders, and weapons ... John - issue arms please ...

MO_Jamen says:
*CMO*sickbay maam

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Hails G'Rash

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: He just commed me Kay Lee. I will send him there immediately.

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Aye sir.

Cns_Moore says:
::steps onto transporter pad::

EO_Bolith says:
CEO: Aye Sir EPS overload I'LL get right on it

MO_Jamen says:
**CMO*yes maam on way

OPS_Blace says:
::OPens hailing frequencies to G'’Rash::

XO_Pang says:
Moore:  A chance to meet a new race I hope

Host G_Rash says:
@::receives hail:: COM:  *Seleya*  I am waiting; what is the delay?

CMO-Starr says:
::runs out of sickbay and takes the new MO's medkit with her::

Cns_Moore says:
Pang; Always an interesting experience ::smiles::

CTOCruzer says:
::gathers tricoders and phasers for every one::

CO_Peters says:
COM: G'Rash:  This is Captain Peters.  Standby to receive my XO and an away team.  They will investigate the activities with you

CEO_Davis says:
::nods and makes way for his office, quickly picking up an engineering kit and exiting engineering::

XO_Pang says:
*CO* AT incomplete - waiting on medical ...

MO_Jamen says:
::head's to tr3 thinking that he hasn't got off to a good start with =the CMO

Host G_Rash says:
@COM *Seleya*  Noted.  Beam to my coordinates.

CMO-Starr says:
::arrives in TR3 looking for the MO::XO: Here is the medkit for the MO.

EO_Bolith says:
::grabs a tricorder and a toolkit and leaves Engineering::

CEO_Davis says:
::enters TL::

XO_Pang says:
CMO: Fine Troi - where is he?

CEO_Davis says:
TL: Main shuttlebay.

CO_Peters says:
*XO*:  Then get a replacement.  I don't want to infuriate this gut anymore than I have to

CMO-Starr says:
::wonders where he is ::Computer: Location of MO?

XO_Pang says:
CMO: You heard the man - Troi join us please?

MO_Jamen says:
::walk's to door of tr3 and walk's in::

CMO-Starr says:
<Computer>: In TR3.

XO_Pang says:
*CO* Dr. Starr will join us

Cns_Moore says:
XO: Did anyone check if the atmosphere was suitable for humanoids?

CMO-Starr says:
MO: There you are.  Get on the pad, you are holding up the AT.

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Scan the area.  What is the activity of other ships?

CTOCruzer says:
::Hands a tricorder and phaser every one::

CEO_Davis says:
::exits TL and immediately walks into the shuttlebay, observing the damaged shuttle::

CO_Peters says:
*XO*:  Noted.

EO_Bolith says:
::comes back into Engineering and moves towards the master system display::

MO_Jamen says:
CMO: Yes maam sorry maam  ::walk's into lift::

FCOMallor says:
::sets ship to autp and walks to sci-2

XO_Pang says:
MO: There you are .... I hope you are ready ... here is your medkit ::sighs::

OPS_Blace says:
::Scans:: CO: There is only one ship in this system that is one of a different system. We are to far to get an exact reading on the ship.

FCOMallor says:
<auto>

MO_Jamen says:
XO: Thank you, maam

CEO_Davis says:
::sees engineering teams already hovering around the craft, running scans and salvaging what is left::

XO_Pang says:
MO: We may need triox .... I think

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Good luck Maam .::checks to see if the AT transponders are functioning.

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Can we send out a probe to help?

OPS_Blace says:
CO: All others are doing routine things.

MO_Jamen says:
XO:Triox maam

CEO_Davis says:
ENG: Don't think we can put this one back together, hm?

XO_Pang says:
::sees everyone is finally on the TR pads:: *CO* Ready at last ... sorry for the delay ::Transporter Chief: Energize!

FCOMallor says:
CO: scanning that ship......

CMO-Starr says:
::looks up at XO: XO: Maam, you want me to go also?

Cns_Moore says:
::takes his phaser and tricorder prepping for hois first AT mission::

XO_Pang <Transporter Chief> ::energizes:: (Transporter.wav)

CMO-Starr says:
::is dematerialized before Pang can answer her::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Yes sir. Shall I?

CEO_Davis says:
ENG> No, sir.  There's too much structural damage.  The onboard computer is trashed as well.  I had them start salvaging what we had about an hour ago.

Cns_Moore says:
@::re-materializes on the surface::

EO_Bolith says:
::moves to the master situation monitor::

FCOMallor says:
CO: small federation, i think.....

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Launch it when ready

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Maam, that was a dirty trick :;chuckles::

CEO_Davis says:
::nods::

FCOMallor says:
CO: cant tell too well for this far away....

CMO-Starr says:
:;begins scans of the atmosphere::

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  But try not to be too obvious what we are doing

XO_Pang says:
@::looks at two medics:: Oh well

CEO_Davis says:
ENG: I'll be around running a few more scans before I make my report to the captain.  Keep me informed.

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Air is breathable but very dry Maam.

CEO_Davis says:
ENG> Aye sir.

XO_Pang says:
@CTO:  Take point please

Cns_Moore says:
::surprised to see two doctors::

EO_Bolith says:
::attempts to locate the problem with the EPS::

OPS_Blace says:
::Sets a probe by remote. Gets a science probe to disguise. Then launches it::

XO_Pang says:
*COM Seleya*  We seem to have arrived ... AT one over what I had expected ... two medics Sir

FCOMallor says:
OPS: how long 'til the probe is in place??

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: About a minute.

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Too suspicious that it is the only ship in the system from outside the system...isn't it?

CTOCruzer says:
@::prepares phaser and takes point::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Maam, can you loan me a phaser, I seem to have come away without mine.

XO_Pang says:
Moore: Counselor .... I rely on you should we meet any natives ...

FCOMallor says:
CO: initial scans coming in now....

XO_Pang says:
<@>

FCOMallor says:
CO: light federation freighter.... ion trail is traceable...

Host G_Rash says:
@::greets the newcomers::  It is about time.  Look at this!

Cns_Moore says:
@XO: Aye sir

CO_Peters says:
*XO*:  If you don't need both then send one back.  I'll want to know why it happened later.

CEO_Davis says:
::pulls out tricorder and begins walking around the shuttle again, paying more careful attention than he had done the previous time::

XO_Pang says:
@::passes spare phaser to the CMO:: CMO: I had not intended this ::smiles ruefully::

CMO-Starr says:
@::Looks impishly at Pang::

OPS_Blace says:
::Turns to face the CO and smiles:: CO: Very suspicious. ::Looks at scans:: CO: Probe is in place.

Host G_Rash says:
@!:;gestures to the sacred ground::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Sure Kay Lee :grins::

CO_Peters says:
FCO+OPS:  Work together on this

XO_Pang says:
@::sees G_Rash:: G_Rash: Your pardon Sir ....

FCOMallor says:
Ops: can you help me adjust it to a narrow band scan.... I’m trying to get that ion trail up....

CO_Peters says:
FCO+OPS:  Can you tell what it is doing.  Or even where it has been?

CMO-Starr says:
@without Pang's knowing it, she scans the XO briefly::

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: How are your readings on the warp trail. I'll, like you said, narrow the band.

CMO-Starr says:
@::watches as the XO makes contact::

EO_Bolith says:
::notes that he will have to start below the deflector dish where the thrusters are::

FCOMallor says:
CO: ion trail is hard to detect, trying to adjust....

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash:  I see that things have been disturbed ... have you any idea who might have done this?

OPS_Blace says:
::Changes frequencies::

Host G_Rash says:
@::flicks her tongue, angry at the lack of respect for sacred ground::

CEO_Davis says:
::looks up for a moment, then moves in closer to the shuttle until he is actually inside part of the remains::

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: Try it now.

FCOMallor says:
Ops: warp trail itsnt working, looks like they used impulse most of the way.....

Host G_Rash says:
@::controls anger::  Pang:  There are unusual markings over here.

Cns_Moore says:
@::senses GRash's anger::

XO_Pang says:
@::stands openhanded in peace gesture of respect and bows head towards the ground::

EO_Bolith says:
::picks up a tricorder and a tollkit and heads for the deflector dish::

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: Impulse? Out of an entrie system?

CMO-Starr says:
@::mimics the XO::

Cns_Moore says:
@Pang: She is quite angry, tread lightly ::whispers::

Host G_Rash says:
@::stalks off, headed over a sand dune, not looking back to see if the infidels follow::

CEO_Davis says:
::eyebrow raises as he still picks up traces of ions in the superstructure of the shuttle::

Cns_Moore says:
@::wishes he had brought Kyar along::

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: I'll try boosting power to the sensors. ::Switches power::

Cns_Moore says:
<Kyra>

FCOMallor says:
CO + OPS: coming up now......    went to warp 254 KM out of the system..... looks like it went to three planets along the neutral zone....

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash: ::looking sad::  Sir .... you must help us understand your anger .... ::realizes he is not listening::

FCOMallor says:
CO:@ all Romulan allied.....

CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Which planet in the NZ?

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: I think this is past the time for talking Maam, perhaps sympathy would work better than reason ::whispering::

XO_Pang says:
@*COMM Seleya* CO: Bad start here .... one very angry person .... not sure what is wrong with the religious ground ... he is walking away from us

OPS_Blace says:
::Checks the probe's status:: CO: Sir, the ship has locked onto our probe with a tractor beam.

EO_Bolith says:
::arrives at the EPS conduits under the deflector dish::

MO_Jamen says:
@::stamps his foot on ground::

Cns_Moore says:
@Starr: Do you feel his anger beneath a barely calm surface? ::whispers::

XO_Pang says:
@CMO: Take the Counselor and go after him please .... I will action a ceremony here .... you can tell him that?

CEO_Davis says:
::moves in once more, noticing the main console of the shuttle and that a good deal of the interior is still intact::

EO_Bolith says:
::pulls out tricorder and begins scanning conduits::

CO_Peters says:
*XO*:  Best treat him with kid gloves Kay Lee.  They are candidates for membership

CMO-Starr says:
@Cns: Yes, but we can reach him if we show we are sympathetic.

OPS_Blace says:
::Tries to maneuver the probe::

XO_Pang says:
@CTO:  Guard the Doctor and Counselor please. MO: You stay with me .... act a part as I tell you

Host G_Rash says:
@::kneels, and studies the markings some more::

Cns_Moore says:
@CMO: Let's go

FCOMallor says:
CO: planet in the NZ was..... Gamma fellus IV,

CEO_Davis says:
::sits in the pilot's seat for a moment, trying to acess the main computer::

Cns_Moore says:
@::walks towards G'’Rash::

XO_Pang says:
@::watches G_RAsh kneel .... and kneels too ... looking sad::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir, should I let the ship have it?

CO_Peters says:
FCO+OPS:  What do we know about that planet?

CMO-Starr says:
@::kneels on the ground with the XO::

CTOCruzer says:
@::follows behind CMO + CNS::

Cns_Moore says:
@::kneels::

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Have what?

EO_Bolith says:
::begins analyzing the readings from the EPS conduits::

FCOMallor says:
::looks at place ::

Cns_Moore says:
@CTO: You should kneel too ::whispers::

FCOMallor says:
OPS: probe is loosing power....

CTOCruzer says:
@::Kneels as well::

CEO_Davis says:
::moves tricorder from the port to starboard sides, noticing a high concentration of ion particles on the starboard side::

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Destroy the probe

XO_Pang says:
@::does a few hand waves in a respectful manner - hoping she is not making rude gestures::

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  hail that ship

OPS_Blace says:
::Checks records:: CO: There seems to be some kind of  Romulan/Federation science station there. Peace treaty.

OPS_Blace says:
::Hail is open::

CMO-Starr says:
@:;watches the XO and chuckles to herself::

Host G_Rash says:
@::turns and faces the AT::  These mean nothing to me, but it is related to the raids, I believe.

Cns_Moore says:
@Pang: I think he is studying the markings on the ground ::whispers::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Destroy it?

FCOMallor says:
CO: shall we blow the probe?

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Yes sir...

Cns_Moore says:
@::gets up::

Host G_Rash says:
@::waves at the markings on the ground::  They appear wherever the ravage occurs.

CO_Peters says:
COM: Alien Vessel:  this is the USS Seleya.  Why did you lock a tractor beam on our probe?

CO_Peters says:
OPS: Yes, destroy the probe, don't let them have it

XO_Pang says:
@::stands .... carefully and walks towards G_Rash::  G_Rash:  Desecration is an evil thing .... have you any idea of who might want to do this? and why?

Cns_Moore says:
@ G'Rash: We understand your  anger against the disregard for the things you find most holy

FCOMallor says:
::nods at Blace::

EO_Bolith says:
::whistles to himself looking at the readings::

Cns_Moore says:
<anger against>

OPS_Blace says:
::Gets nav. phasers out and aims. Fires. The probe is destroyed:: CO: Probe is gone.

Host G_Rash says:
<Alien Vessel>  COM:  Seleya:  Your sensors must be out of calibration.  We did no such thin.

OPS_Blace says:
::Looks at CO and nods no::

CO_Peters says:
COM: Alien Vessel: Then you wouldn't mind telling me what your business is in this system?

Host G_Rash says:
<thing>

CEO_Davis says:
::moves in closer and takes multiple samples of the ions molecular structure::

MO_Jamen says:
::walks forward::

CO_Peters says:
::Understands Blace’s nod::

CMO-Starr says:
@::continues her scan of the Kalarin without his noticing::

XO_Pang says:
::looks at the Counsellor and two medics:: CMO: Troi  I believe your department is over-represented .... please transfer back to Seleya ....

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Aye Maam.

XO_Pang says:
*COM Seleya*  Please lock onto Dr. Starr and beam her back

CMO-Starr says:
COM: Sel: One to beam up, directly to sickbay.

CEO_Davis says:
::moves tricorder to above his head, taking readings of the structural damage to the roof of the shuttle::

XO_Pang says:
<@>

EO_Bolith says:
::begins recalibrating the EPS conduits::

CO_Peters says:
*XO*:  Acknowledged

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Beam Dr. Starr up.

MO_Jamen says:
:walks to stand just behind the XO:

OPS_Blace says:
*XO* Aye ma'am. Transporting. ::Transports Starr.

CEO_Davis says:
::shakes head::

CEO_Davis says:
Self: Can't be natural...

CMO-Starr says:
::materializes in sickbay::

OPS_Blace says:
::

Cns_Moore says:
::notices the new MO behind him::

FCOMallor says:
CO: that ion trail will be gone in under an hour....

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash:  I believe we must get some additional information ... I will arrange for one of our Science Department to join us ....

Cns_Moore says:
<@>

CO_Peters says:
COM:  Alien Vessel:  Do I take that silence as you being unable to explain yourself?

Cns_Moore says:
::tries to figure out a way to appease the Kalarin;s anger::

OPS_Blace says:
::Looks at the screen and waits for an answer::

CEO_Davis says:
::closes tricorder and places into holder, then rolls up his sleeves and sits back in the pilots seat::

Host G_Rash says:
<Alien Vessel>  ::doesn't respond::

Cns_Moore says:
<@, tries>

XO_Pang says:
@::still looking apologetic and sad and hoping G’Rash can interpret the universal peace gestures::

Host G_Rash says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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